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My first foray into designing opera was for a university production of The Ballad 
of Baby Doe. It was a very difficult process, primarily since I was quite green to both 
opera and projection design. After several years of designing professionally along 
with two years of grad school, I got a second chance to design opera. I was quite 
excited to put the skills and experience of the past few years together in this second 
approach. Bringing more excitement was that it would be a pair of operas 
performed as a double-bill. However, this turned out to be quite a curve ball upon 
learning that Zaubernacht and Mahagonny-Songspiel had not been produced 
together before. Atop that, both pieces are fairly open to interpretation.  
As Zaubernacht and Mahagonny-Songspiel developed, the differences in their 
processes became clear. My priority was in Mahagonny-Songspiel, as the 
production’s concept relied heavily on integrating projections and live camera work 
into the storytelling. This is not to say that the needs of Zaubernacht were cast aside, 
but that they were not as integral to the concept. As the process of the double-bill 
unfolded, my goals, and challenges, as the projection designer came into focus: 
- Implementing live cameras as a primary storytelling device 
- Seamlessly integrating projection design into a core production concept 
- Communication and previsualization of live feed content 
- Implementing a successful design that enhances the mise-en-scène without drawing 
the eye from the action on stage 
- Creating complimentary designs for two diametrically opposed performances 
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Chapter 1: The Pre-Production Process for Zaubernacht 
 
1.1 – Initial Impulses 
Listening to the music of Zaubernacht for the first time, I was instantly 
reminded of my sisters’ ballet recitals growing up. It wasn’t nostalgic per say, as I 
hated going to those ballets as a kid, but it was familiar. I immediately knew what 
the beats were for Zaubernacht, which gave me an access point into the piece. 
Weill left Zaubernacht very open to interpretation. Entering the first design 
meetings we knew that most of the story would be conveyed via choreography, 
which would be created in the rehearsal room. The director, David Lefkowich, saw 
projections as environmental, both by being the titular magic night, as well as 
becoming a psychedelic, textural gesture, more indictive of emotion than locale. I 
agreed with these impulses; crafting an emotional landscape was not only exciting 












1.2 – Initial Research Plate 
 
Figure 1 – Zaubernacht Initial Research Plate 
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1.3 – Developing an Atmosphere 
Looming over the opera was its dissimilarity to its double-bill partner, 
Mahagonny-Songspiel. Thematically bridging the gap, choreographer Adriane Fang 
suggested via email that the children of Zaubernacht start the show on their phones, 
watching the movie made during Mahagonny, and that the toys come to life to teach 
them a lesson about technology addiction. David approved, noting parallels with the 
addiction of gambling and drinking in Mahagonny. 
Ryan’s initial sketches played with the idea of having bedsheets cover the 
space, akin to blanket forts we made as kids. The intent of these bedsheets was to 
provide a panoramic 360° projection surface. Such a large area allowed for 
projections to truly change the feel of the world. 
Zaubernacht did not necessitate the need of design that Mahagonny did, as 
the design, save costumes, was in reaction to the choreography rather than 
dictatorial. Thus, as the summer progressed, meetings focused primarily on the 
costume design. This in turn lead to developments in story that I was not privy to. 
By the summer’s end, the story had developed quite a lot and David felt we should 
revisit the projections and talk through what we wanted to see. Parsing through the 
story and naming the specificity of the use of projections wouldn’t occur for many 







1.4 – Research Plates 
 




1.4 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 3 - Zaubernacht Research Plate 2 
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1.5 – Shifts in Design 
As cost-out approached and Zaubernacht entered early rehearsals, I spec’d 
out two different projection systems to be used in the double-bill. Zaubernacht 
would use a Watchout system while Mahagonny would use an Isadora system. While 
using two separate systems for a single production would stretch our inventory 
thin, we did have the equipment to do it, and each system serviced their respective 
opera quite well. 
Cost-out led to major shifts in the design, particularly the cutting of the 
bedsheets around the space, leaving the three screens for Mahagonny as the primary 
projection surfaces. This change in surface made me rethink projections. How can I 
embrace the architecture of these screens and still service the story of Zaubernacht? 
I decided to embrace this new frame by giving it a frame of my own in the form of 
storybooks and comics, as they felt nostalgic, reminiscent of my younger self reading 
Calvin and Hobbes and In the Night Kitchen while curled up in bed. At the same time 
as this change in surface, rehearsals were generating new ideas as well, including 










1.6 – Design Plates 
 
Figure 4 - Zaubernacht Redesign Research Plate 1 
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1.6 – Design Plates 
 
Figure 5 - Zaubernacht Redesign Research Plate 2 
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1.6 – Design Plates 
 
Figure 6 - Zaubernacht Redesign Research Plate 3 
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1.6 – Design Plates 
 
Figure 7 - Zaubernacht Redesign Research Plate 4 
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1.7 – Streamlining Story & Design 
Ultimately, these shifts led to meeting with the design team to clarify the story 
that had been developed over the past few months. Parsing through the story we set 
three languages for projections: 
1. Evil Dissonant world of technological screens, as seen in the cellphone and 
television. 
2. Supertitles 
3. Night time with stars 
This naming of languages streamlined the purpose of projections as an element 
that reacted to the action on stage rather than driving it, which echoed the initial 










1.8 – Story Meeting Notes 
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Chapter 2: The Pre-Production Process for Mahagonny-Songspiel 
 
2.1 – Cinematic Inspirations 
Upon receiving a copy of the book 1001 Movies to See Before You Die in high 
school, I started to check off the films that I had seen. I’d flip through the book to 
read blurbs about each of the movies, mentally notating ones I’d like to check out 
from the library or rent from Blockbuster. Pouring through this book again and 
again not only led me to watching a wide array of movies but widened my general 
knowledge of cinema. I was particularly keen on the silent era, mostly the German 
Expressionist films of the 1920s. 
Prior to the first meeting, I listened through a recording of Mahagonny-
Songspiel, and I had heard some rumblings about potential cinematic influences for 
our production. Perhaps it was the score mixed with the thoughts of cinema, 
particularly at the time Weill and Brecht wrote it, as well as Mahagonny’s more 
experimental nature, but my immediate instinct was to watch Dziga Vertov’s 
documentary Man with a Movie Camera. At first this was quite odd—while I was 
aware of the film and had seen several seminal Soviet silents, I had not seen Man 
with a Movie Camera. In fact, notes made on the day of the listen-through indicate 
that the music felt more German Expressionist, having me reminisce over images of 
Metropolis, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, Dr. Mabuse the Gambler, and M. Yet it was not 
the architectural nature of German Expressionism that was coming to mind, but 
rather, according to my notes, “the hectic editing and composition of multiple 
images as well as some of the themes.” Thus, considering Sergei Eisenstein’s 
contribution to cinema with his use of montage in Battleship Potemkin and October: 
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10 Days That Shook the World—both which I had seen—I moved to his 
contemporary, Vertov, whom to my understanding had greatly experimented with 
editing and cinematography in Man with a Movie Camera. 
Watching the film, I wrote “the imagery is fantastic and I am really 
connecting with the architecture, mechanics, and the editing”. With images of 
cacophonous cuts, surreal composite shots, and experimental silent cinema ala 
Ralph Steiner’s Mechanical Principles, I completed my notes certain that Man with a 


















2.2 – Notes from First Listen 
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2.2 – Notes from First Listen 
 
Figure 13 - Mahagonny Notes from First Listen 4 
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2.3 – The Director’s Impulses and Reactions 
In our first meeting, David, joining us via phone, expressed interest in 
creating a hellscape with people stuck in purgatory. Beyond that, we didn’t delve too 
deeply into the meat of Mahagonny, in part because David would be there in person 
for the next meeting. 
Prior to that second meeting a couple of weeks later, B. Benjamin Weigel and 
Christopher Brusberg, the costume and lighting designer respectively, had further 
conversations with David. He suggested that Ben and Chris watch Giant for the 
“washed out idea”, Destry Rides Again for “excess”, and Sunset Boulevard for “excess 
and decay” (Email/Notes). 
We met with David in person in the Kogod Theatre where the production 
was to occur. In the space, David, having the impulse for a ¾ thrust staging, asked 
ways in which the space had been successfully used before. Chris said Tennis 
Court/Alley stages have been quite successful, and by placing the orchestra at one 
end of the stage, we’d echo his initial ¾ thrust idea. 
After sussing through the logistics of using the space, David pitched his first 
idea for staging the opera—which, he said, we were free to shoot holes in. Like the 
first production in 1927, he wanted some portion of the show to occur in a boxing 
ring, as well as in a sleezy cabaret for “The Alabama Song”—locations where the 
men would be gambling and fighting each other before they all perish. 
Going through some initial research images, a still from Sunset Boulevard 
sparked the idea of setting the show on s sound stage. David asked about the 
possibilities of using live feed, which I affirmed “yes, we can do that”. I then rattled 
22 
 
off a bunch of cinematic ideas: projecting stock footage of driving behind people on a 
bench holding a steering wheel; having me on stage live mixing the camera feeds; 
having a specific area where insert shots of cards, alcohol, and money are shot in 
close-up. We were all keen on the idea of creating a film live on stage and proceeded 





















2.4 – Initial Research 
 
Figure 14 - Mahagonny Initial Research Plate 
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2.5 – Developing a Unified Cinematic Language 
The collaborative process with David and the Mahagonny-Songspiel design 
team was exemplary. Any idea, no matter how wacky or crazy or out of your 
department it was, felt welcome to say. Atop that, I have never been a part of a 
process where projections were so intricately implemented into the fabric of 
conceptual storytelling. Yet while Ryan, Chris, David, and I were scattered across the 
United States and Ben was off galivanting in Europe, the majority of the early design 
process occurred as an entire team rather than as a series of break out meetings 
with the director. 
Conceptually, we set our story in 1927, the year the opera was written. Ben 
notated that we, a production part of a Kurt Weill festival, may be hitting the 1920s 
a bit too hard, as our sister production at Maryland Opera Studio, Street Scene, takes 
place in the 1920s and opens in the theater next to our Double-Bill the day after we 
close. He also noted that David’s film research were films of the 1940s and 1950s 
rather than the late Silent Film era. David elaborated that he wanted an “old-timey” 
feel rather than a hard, chronological anchor. While what constitutes “old” is 
relative, he set the 1970s as the latest we should potentially go.  
From here we re-examined each of the songs, delving into different genres 
and specific films they should feel like. Jumping from German Expressionist 
Hallmarks through Pre-code Hollywood to Golden Age classics, it was clear that the 
creative team’s cinematic frame of reference was quite disparate. To reconcile this, 
at our next meeting we selected five films for each of us to watch as research: Sunset 
Boulevard, Metropolis, The Blue Angel, The Lost Weekend, and Scarface: The Shame of 
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a Nation. These films were selected as explorations of different genres we were 
interested in recreating, or as overarching thematic influences. 
This cinematic research served multiple purposes. First, as a unified task, it 
provided a common language between designers and director; second, it gave 
insight into the tonal approach of each song; third, it provided historical research of 
cinema during the large period of time we were emulating; finally, for the purposes 
of projections, it gave great insight and inspiration into the cinematography and 
editing of the period. Examining cinematography and film editing highlighted a 
difference in research between the emotion and tone of the opera and the projection 
design. 
At the top of our next meeting we went through the list of the films we had 
watched, noting for the group what elements were exciting, before going through 
each song. During this discussion we determined that it was quite important for me 
to live mix the video, cutting between cameras on stage, a camera in the booth for 
insert shots, and stock footage. 
Ryan’s initial scenic renderings placed two screens above each section of 
audience for projecting the film, and a third on the ground for projecting stock 
footage. While in most cases as a projection designer I strive for the scenic design to 
be more than just a series of white rectangles, Ryan’s projection screens were 
precisely in the aesthetic of our show. He also created a beautiful cabaret stage and a 




I started to prep design plates for each of the six songs. Using film clips and 
stills, these plates were representational of the types of shots, composition, and 
editing I was aiming for in each number. 
Ben truly put the icing on our concept’s cake by casting each of the characters 
as a famous film or cultural icon: Charlie Chaplin, Nat King Cole, James Dean, 
Marlene Dietrich, Josephine Baker, Babe Ruth, and Humphrey Bogart. 
I have never designed a show with so much live feed that also had to be live 
mixed. Jared advised me to embrace that and spec out a video mixer in tandem with 
an Isadora projection system. He also advised for me to put together some camera 
demos of specific shots I plan on doing as a communication device. 
To simplify some of the rigorous moving parts, David and I decided that for 
each song one camera would retain a wide shot while the other would be on a dolly 
for more intricate and dynamic shots. 
One last production challenge we faced before going into rehearsals was how 
to implement supertitles. Traditionally Maryland Opera Studio splits a single video 
output from a computer running Power Point to televisions facing the audience. 
However, not only was this the first time MOS had worked in the Kogod Theatre, but 
the televisions used for supertitles were going to be used for their production of 
Street Scene in the Kay Theatre at the same time. Thus, we planned on pumping the 
supertitles through the projection system. By taking in the output of the supertitle 
computer, I could manipulate the size and placement of the supertitles. Naturally for 




2.6 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 15 - "Off to Mahagonny" Research Plate 
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2.6 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 16 - "The Alabama Song" Research Plate 
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2.6 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 17 - "If You Had Five Bucks" Research Plate 
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2.6 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 18 - "Benares Song" Research Plate 
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2.6 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 19 - "God in Mahagonny" Research Plate 
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2.6 – Research Plates 
 
Figure 20 - "Finale" Research Plate 
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2.7 – Meeting Notes 
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2.7 – Meeting Notes 
 
Figure 31 - Mahagonny Meeting Notes Page 11 
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2.8 – Camera Demos 
 
Figure 32 - Mahagonny Camera Demo 1 
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2.8 – Camera Demos 
 
Figure 33 - Mahagonny Camera Demo 2 
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2.8 – Camera Demos 
 
Figure 34 - Mahagonny Camera Demo 3 
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Chapter 3: The Rehearsal Process 
 
3.1 – Zaubernacht Rehearsal 
While we had streamlined the function and language of projections in our 
story meeting, ideas continued to develop throughout the rehearsal process of 
Zaubernacht. In one email exchange, Adriane proposed an idea of the toys getting 
mesmerized by swirly and zig-zag patterns on the TV. I liked this idea, as it gave 
both the television and the corruptive power of technology more gravitas. It also fit 
into our language of projections being evil, dissonant, technology. However, the 
projection system was currently spec’d for the television to be controlled by an 
isolated media player rather than through the show computer. Thus, in order to 
have a cue, the projection computer would have to get signal to the television. 
Luckily, this was not a difficult change for Devin, our projection coordinator. 
Sitting in rehearsal, it was clear that the story was in the choreography, and 
that any large gesture would draw eyes away from that story. While there were 
moments where I wanted to lean into the music I held back, as the story I had to 
support was that of the dance rather than that of the orchestra. 
In the following runs, I parsed out the few moments that truly needed shifts 
in the projections, which were instigated either by the Fairy Queen or by the 
Glowworm, who corrupts the night brought by the Fairy Queen. 
In an email sent out to the design team, Tarythe, Craig, Ashley, and Adriane, 
David instructed that “any further changes need to go through me and Tarythe. For 
both operas. There are too many side conversations happening”. Thus, I became 
hesitant anytime Adriane approached me with a new idea when David wasn’t in 
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rehearsal. One such request was to implement champagne bubbles floating up 
during the second Glow worm hypnosis when everyone is taking selfies. Not being 
too large of an ask, I noted it and placed it in my cue sheet. 
 
3.2 – Mahagonny-Songspiel Rehearsals 
Implementing cameras into rehearsal was a vital asset needed to determine 
camera placement, angles, focus, and editing. For rehearsals the projection system 
was simplified from four cameras to two, a DV Camcorder on a tripod, and one of the 
GoPros used in the actual system. Due to conflicts of equipment availability, a USB 
Webcam was substituted in place of the GoPro for the first few rehearsals. A MacPro, 
two capture cards, and two monitors, along with the DV Camcorder, Tripod, and 
Webcam, were placed on a projector cart to easily roll in and out of the rehearsal 
room. 
Cameras were not introduced to rehearsal until the third week after music 
rehearsals and some initial scene staging had occurred. During the first few weeks 
of rehearsal I told David not to prioritize camera placement and angles, as they were 
elements I was playing with and discovering. There was a monitor set up with the 
current live feed playing as if it were the movie screen in the space. 
These rehearsals where I got to play were instrumental in determining how 
the film looked. When I wasn’t running around moving cameras, I was playing with 
editing between cameras, or capturing screenshots of the camera as a reference 
point. Together with stage management, the cameras were given numbers, 
indicating which one is on a dolly and which one is on a tripod. After difficulty 
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moving the tripod camera, it too would be placed on casters, although it would 
retain its function of getting wide shots. 
After a few weeks of play I had a good handle on positioning of cameras for 
each song. The first rehearsal where cameras were a major focus was when the 
camera operator supernumeraries came into rehearsal. Time with them was very 
limited before tech, so I threw a lot of information at them fast, which they were 
pretty darn good at picking up. 
In our final rehearsal before spring break, I recorded the video feeds of both 
cameras during a run. Using this footage over spring break, along with some stock 
footage and place holders, I created what I call the “Rehearsal Room Film Cut”, a 
demo of what the final film would look like when live mixed. This exercise informed 
the editing of each song, and I subsequently made a Shot List of each shot used in 
















3.3 – Rehearsal Equipment Request 
 





3.3 – Rehearsal Equipment Request 
 
Figure 36 - Rehearsal Equipment Request Page 2 
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3.4 – Camera Placement Documents 
 





3.4 – Camera Placement Documents 
 





3.4 – Camera Placement Documents 
 





3.4 – Camera Placement Documents 
 





3.4 – Camera Placement Documents 
 





3.4 – Camera Placement Documents 
 
Figure 42 - Camera Tracking "Finale" 
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3.5 – Rehearsal Images 
 









3.5 – Rehearsal Images 
 
Figure 45 - Rehearsal Camera Screencap "Benares Song", with supertitle placeholder 
 
 






3.5 – Rehearsal Images 
 
Figure 47 - Rehearsal Image "Off to Mahagonny" 
 
 






Chapter 4: Technical Documentation 
 
4.1 – Equipment Requests 
 
Figure 49 - Equipment Request Page 1 
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4.1 – Equipment Request 
 





4.1 – Equipment Request 
 
Figure 51 - Equipment Request Page 3 
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4.2 – Projector Plot 
 
Figure 52 - Projector Plot 
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4.3 – System Schematic 
 
Figure 53 - System Schematic 
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4.4 – Zaubernacht Cue Sheet 
 
Figure 54 - Zaubernacht Cue Sheet 
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4.5 – Mahagonny Shot List 
 
Figure 55 - Mahagonny Shot List 
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4.5 – Mahagonny Shot List 
 
Figure 56 - Mahagonny Shot List 
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4.5 – Mahagonny Shot List 
 
Figure 57 - Mahagonny Shot List 
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4.5 – Mahagonny Shot List 
 
Figure 58 - Mahagonny Shot List 
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4.5 – Mahagonny Shot List 
 
Figure 59 - Mahagonny Shot List 
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Chapter 5: The Tech Process 
 
5.1 - Zaubernacht 
There were a few additions in the tech process, most notably adding flashes 
of white to support Chris’s flashes of light during the selfie sequence. But all 
additions were either riffs on previously prepared content or generated in Isadora. 
Several other collaborations with Chris occurred, including timing out when 
the sun rises above the horizon at the end of the show. 
Once challenge I faced during this tech was being my own board op. The flash 
sequence, the first couple of times we ran it, would continually get the note that the 
flash of projections and lighting were slightly out of sync. This was my fault, as I’d 
either anticipate the call, or be late with it by wanting to watch it as a designer. 
During tech, the Child’s relationship to the television was not present, as the 
TV started in preshow already turned on. This was changed in the Final Orchestra 
dress to have the Child turn on the TV when she enters the space at top of show. 
Initially this proved problematic, as the performer was physically turning on and off 
the TV, which led to it accidentally being turned off at top of show. For opening, we 
rectified this by having her mime the button-press as a projection cue of turning on 
the TV was called. 
In the Final Orchestra dress run, we encountered another errors: the 
dowsers closing and subsequently having trouble opening them. To ensure that the 




5.2 – Mahagonny-Songspiel 
Entering tech, we made some shifts to the design. I replaced the booth 
camera setup with a down shot of the poker table. The booth camera setup required 
a dedicated person to operate and capture the shots; with the setup out of the 
audience’s sight, its liveness was no longer a compelling aspect of the design, but a 
hinderance to the video operator. Thus the shots the camera would capture were 
eventually filmed during a dark day of tech. 
Supertitle slides without text were changed to have a green background, so 
when no supertitles were being pumped through the projection system, the video 
feed could be chroma keyed to full transparency. 
A lot of tech came down to directing the camera crew—altering their focus 
and movement throughout each song. We quickly learned of the importance of 
dressing the cables coming from the cameras 
The cue shot list developed from the rehearsal room film cut was the basis of 
my cueing at the start of tech. Palettes of digital zooms had to be made for each of 
the songs to achieve a number of these shots. 
I kept running into issues of cutting from one camera to another while also 
changing the digital zoom—for a fraction of a second, the digital zoom would 
happen first or the cut to the camera then the zoom. I asked Devin about work 
arounds, and we discovered that using the switcher’s auxiliary output, we’d gain 
another additional live feed that could be altered in Isadora. This made transitions 
such as cutting from one camera with one digital zoom to another camera with a 
different digital zoom easy and smooth. 
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The hectic editing of “Five Bucks” in the Rehearsal Room Film Edit had 61 
shots from the countdown footage to the transitionary film grain. In practice, I 
quickly learned that this was not only overwhelming to operate, but it didn’t 
successfully achieve the sense of time passing and losing money. Looking back at my 
research, I decided to create the collage of multiple shots, both live and stock, like 
those seen in Metropolis.   
Before the first Piano Dress, we restaged the fifth song, “God in Mahagonny”. 
We moved the cameras centre stage, with one focused downstage to Babe Ruth, Nat 
King Cole, and Charlie Chaplin, the other focused upstage on God. We also added 
stock footage of destruction on the back-projection screen. 
We also changed the finale. Rather than having the cameras still filming 
during the “Finale”, we pushed them to the side, facing the audience. At the end, the 
cast still say the credits roll on the driving projection screen, but now the credits we 
backwards and overlaid with the colour feed from one of the cameras that was now 
pointed at the audience. 
On the live mixing front, most scenes became quite consistent, leading me to 
program them sequentially to guarantee their consistency. However, “Benares Song” 
I always was cutting to cameras and digital zooms on the fly. While it too had its 
consistencies, each time it was run in tech and in performances, cuts and zooms 
were always in flux. 
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5.3 – Tech Notes 
 





5.3 – Tech Notes 
 





5.3 – Tech Notes 
 





5.3 – Tech Notes 
 





5.3 – Tech Notes 
 





5.3 – Tech Notes 
 





5.3 – Tech Notes 
 
Figure 66 - Tech Notes 
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Chapter 6: Production Photos 
6.1 – Zaubernacht 
Top of Show – In the Child’s Room 
 
Figure 67 - Zuabernacht Production Photo 
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6.1 - Zaubernacht 
Magical night sky 
 
Figure 68 - Zaubernacht Production Photo 
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6.1 – Zaubernacht 
Fairy Queen re-enters at the end of night as the sun is about to rise 
 
Figure 69 - Zaubernacht Production Photo 
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6.2 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “Off to Mahagonny” 
Jimmy, Bobby, Charlie, and Billy drive to Mahagonny 
 
Figure 70 - Mahagonny Production Photo, “Off to Mahagonny” 
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6.2 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “Off to Mahagonny” 
All four men together in one shot 
 
Figure 71 - Mahagonny Projection Screencap, “Off to Mahagonny” 
 
Stock Footage overlaid with the camera feed 
 




6.3 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “The Alabama Song” 
Jessie crosses from the cabaret stage to the men watching in the audience 
 
Figure 73 - Mahagonny Production Photo, “The Alabama Song” 
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6.3 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “The Alabama Song” 
Jessie and Bessie framed by both the proscenium and the camera 
 
Figure 74 - Mahagonny Projection Screencap, “The Alabama Song” 
The piano in the orchestra playing both for the opera and for the camera 
 





6.4 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “Five Bucks” 
Charlie, played by Babe Ruth, sings into the camera as the music speeds up for the 
aside 
 




6.4 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “Five Bucks” 
A collage of stock footage and live feed convey the passage of time over a variety of 
vices 
 
Figure 77 - Mahagonny Projection Screencap, "Five Bucks" 
An above shot shows the growth of the poker pot 
 
Figure 78 - Mahagonny Projection Screencap, "Five Bucks" 
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6.5 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “Benares Song” 
The second of three takes filmed during this song 
 
Figure 79 - Mahagonny Production Photo, "Benares Song" 
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6.5 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “Benares Song” 
As the same actions are repeated by the cast, the camera makes multiple takes at 
different angles 
 
Figure 80 - Mahagonny Projection Screencap, "Benares Song" 
The marimba, now captured from the reverse angle 
 




6.6 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “God in Mahagonny” 
The men crawl towards the camera and towards God, who lingers just off camera on 
the Cabaret Stage 
 










6.6 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “God in Mahagonny 
God, surrounded, about to face his demise 
 
Figure 83 - Mahagonny Production Photo, "God in Mahagonny" 
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6.7 – Mahagonny-Songspiel, “The Finale” 
The ensemble is stuck in the film, seeing the audience just behind the mirror of the 
credits 
 
Figure 84 - Mahagonny Production Photo, "Finale" 
 




Chapter 7: Final Reflections 
 
Looking back at the double-bill of Zaubernacht and Mahagonny-Songspiel, I’m 
filled with a sense of great accomplishment. The creative team pulled off a wicked 
feat of artistry, collaborating not only on design, but on creating the story for both 
pieces and how to cohesively mesh them into an evening of performance. Having 
poured through my notes, I am quite surprised that many of the ideas present in the 
early meetings made it into the production by the end of it. 
Zaubernacht was quite a challenging process. The continuous development of 
the story was difficult to keep tabs on, leaving me feel on uneven footing. Paired 
with the changing of the projection surface after cost-out, my confidence in the 
trajectory of the design started to waver. However, this hesitation allowed for a 
clear exploration of the story we’re trying to tell, allowing me to double-down on the 
atmospheric/environmental origins of the design instead of completely redesigning. 
In retrospect, I think this is the harder show to produce, the composer and librettist 
gave little to hold on to. 
Mahagonny-Songspiel was one of the best design processes I’ve ever been a 
part of. It also allowed me to implement projections as a driving force in the story. 
The driving car sequence was one of the most fun things I’ve ever designed, and the 
Metropolis-inspired collages of live-feed and stock footage is personal favourite of 
my own work. 
While there hasn’t been a show I’ve designed that I didn’t want to take a 
second hack at, there isn’t a major overhaul I’d do with a second swing at this 
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production from a design aspect. From a production aspect, I would ask for an 
assistant, as Mahagonny rehearsals would benefit greatly from a person at the 
editing station and a person at the camera. The largest thing I’d ask for would be to 
not produce these again as a double-bill. I think Zaubernacht  could go a lot further 
in a stand alone production, or atleast a production where we didn’t have to try to 
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